
VB-CD Quarterly
SHAREWARE DIRECTORY
We’ve gathered some of the best Visual Basic applications, tools and 
utilities for the VB-CD Quarterly. Many of these products are 
“Shareware”, and require payment to the author if found useful. When 
registration is requested through “SWREG”, it refers to the Shareware 
forum on CompuServe (GO SWREG). All products have a readme file 
or information in the application with registration information. ZIP files 
require PKUNZIP for decompression. PKUNZIP can be found in the 
PKUNZIP directory of the VB-CD Quarterly. Support shareware: 
Respect the terms of the developer when you find a file useful.

PRODUCT: 
HELLLP! v 2.3a, Windows Help File Author Tool for Winword 2.0 & 6.0 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\GUYSOFT

DESCRIPTION: 
WinHelp author tool. User friendly. Automatically sets up top level table of 
contents with jumps to topics, search keys and browse sequence in place. 
You add additional jumps by "Point & Shoot" techniques. Can add sound 
effects.

PRODUCT: 
Code Print Utility 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\APRINT

DESCRIPTION: 
This program (Code Print Pro) is a utility to print out your Visual Basic 
program in professional look. Shareware. It has following futures; 1. 
Selectable font name, size and style(inc. underline) for description, general, 
code, comment, procedure name. 2. Full editable header and footer (max. 5 
lines each) 3. Can select procedures for each file contained in the project file.
4. Code view function before printing 5. Record last 3 opened files 6. margin 
setting 7. word wrap 8. following and leading character setting and more
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PRODUCT: 
Asgard Interface 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\ASGARD

DESCRIPTION: 
Reusable modular programmers library written in VB: Dockable toolbox, tabs 
(Excel style), zoom and balloon help (Mac style), status bar (buttons, 
pictures, multiple sections), 3D forms and Guide (Wizards mets Cue Cards).

PRODUCT: 
Ultima 21 Blackjack for Windows V2.1b

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\BITWISE

DESCRIPTION: 
Ultimate Windows Blackjack Game! Multiple Decks & Players Full 
Customization, Order Drinks, Impressive Graphics, Cheat, Save/Restore, 
Stats, Card Counting, Custom Playing Strategies, and More...

PRODUCT: 
VB Calendar V2.50

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\CALEND

DESCRIPTION: 
VBCalendar V2.50 is a 3D VB-coded floating calendar for your Visual Basic 
apps. NOT dependent on VBX's Always topmost! (Floating) Calendar position
saved in INI file Drag & Drop date to other controls 4500++ people can't be 
wrong - add it to your arsenal today!

PRODUCT: 
Custom Button Shape in VB 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\CSTM_B

DESCRIPTION: 
Demo that shows how to create buttons of just about any shape or 
appearance using bitmaps and Windows regions

PRODUCT: 
LCD/Digital Display Demo w/Bitmaps

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\DIGITS

DESCRIPTION: 
Includes several bitmaps that can be used to create a digital display that has 
an LCD-type appearance, and a simple clock program to demonstrate their 
use.

PRODUCT: 

Return to
Main Menu
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AlphaNumeric Paging Software 
DIRECTORY: 

SHAREWAR\EXECPAGE
DESCRIPTION: 

Executive Page is a full-featured Microsoft Windows wireless messaging 
system developed by The Silverlake Software Company. Our mission was to 
create a truly advanced program that was simple and intuitive to use.

PRODUCT: 
Space Hound; Space Hound Pro

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\FINEWARE

DESCRIPTION: 
Space Hound's main goal is to "sniff out" wasted space on your hard disk. 
Tools include printable directory map, duplicate file locator. Pro version 
includes file viewers.

PRODUCT: 
Floating Toolbox Demo 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\FLT_TB

DESCRIPTION: 
Demo that shows hot to create a floating toolbar just like VB’s. own toolbox 
windows. Complete source code is included and uses no 3rd party controls.

PRODUCT: 
Customized HotSpot Region VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\HOTMAP

DESCRIPTION: 
This VBX allows to define regions (HotSpots) on selected bitmap and to get 
events with region info, when user clicks on any of selected region. When 
control resized, all regions rescales automatically. Regions may be saved to 
a file and retrieved at any time. User has a choice of a different visual 
acknowledgment, with a click on the defined region (i.e. flash clicked area, 
draw a border around clicked area, etc.). User can set any color for any 
defined area. True 256 color stretching. You may associate any text with 
defined region.

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
International Keyboard Kit for Windows 3.1 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\IKK

DESCRIPTION: 
I.K.K. allows you to switch to a second keyboard language without restarting 
Windows. It also offers an on-screen view of the keyboard layout. Supported 
keyboards: French, Belgian, British, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, German, 
Icelandic, Italian, Latin American, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish,
Russian, Ukrainian, US, Byelorussian, Polish and more.

PRODUCT: 
FXTOOLS/VB 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\IMAGEFX

DESCRIPTION: 
FXTools/VB Standard Edition Demo: contains both interactive sessions and a
free-running presentation that illustrate the multimedia special effects 
features of FXTools/VB Standard Edition.

PRODUCT: 
3D-VB Input/Ver. 3.0b 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\INPUT3

DESCRIPTION: 
3D-VB Input, Ver. 3.0b. A TextBox type custom control with many additional 
features: 3D, Formatted input, justification and others. 3D-VB Input starts off 
where the VB TextBox stops. $15 Registration includes runtime license. 
Features Property Menu via right mouse button (what VB should have had). 
3.0b supports Data Access properties

PRODUCT: 
Karl’s INI-Wrapper Module, Rev. 3 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\KPINI

DESCRIPTION: 
A nifty little wrapper module that'll do any conceivable alteration of an INI file, 
well nearly. You want to delete a section -- ZAP! Want to interpret T/F entries,
no problem! Get all [Section]'s or Entries? Add or remove a "device=" line? 
It's there! Let me know what it's missing! Full source. 45 routines in this third 
release. "Free is a *very* good price!" Thousands of satisfied users/testers! 
Author: Karl Peterson 72302,3707

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
EasyNet

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\LASALLE

DESCRIPTION: 
EasyNet is a VBX, which allows you to quickly draw and manage network 
diagrams (FlowCharts, DataBas, WorkFlows, organigrams...). Drawing can 
be made interactively or programmatically.

PRODUCT: 
PopUp VB Calendar Demo v.1.11 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\LUNCAL

DESCRIPTION: 
Popup Lunar-Calendar Demo v.1.11 from Crazy Rides Software Features 
Include : - ALL Visual Basic Code, NO extra DLL's or VBX's are required. 
(Except VBRUN300.DLL.) - One line subroutine call. - Drop-in replacement 
functions for DateAdd and DateDiff. - Astronomy Functions. - Moon Phase 
IMAGES in the background. - Holiday events displayed in RED. - Popup Tips.
- FAST display. - 3D Look. - Date Entry Range.

PRODUCT: 
ZIPINF VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
This control lets you find out about the contents of a ZIP file. Access to this 
information is purely through properties.

PRODUCT: 
JOYSTK VBX

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\JOYSTK12

DESCRIPTION: 
JoyStk gives joystick information (movement, buttons) for your programs. It 
supports two joysticks, one 4 button joystick or one 3-D joystick

PRODUCT: 
ALARM

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
This control lets you set an alarm (or multiple alarms) to go off at a particular 
time(s). An event is fired at the appropriate time.

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
BARCOD VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
BarCod makes bar code display really easy. Just set the orientation, size, 
text, and style. Nothing else to do!

PRODUCT: 
BMPLST VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
This control is a list box with bitmaps. The bitmaps can be placed on any side
of the text (top, bottom, right, left).

PRODUCT: 
DFINFO VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
This control gives you disk and file information that VB doesn't provide. It also
allows you to change some aspects of a file (attributes, size, date, time, etc.).

PRODUCT: 
FMDROP VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
This custom control (VBX) notifies you when a file has been dragged and 
dropped from the Windows File Manager (FILEMAN).

PRODUCT: 
INICON VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
Visual Basic custom control that makes INI file access simple. No Windows 
API calls required.

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
MENUEV VBX

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
MenuEv provides menu selection notification. It tells you when the user has 
selected a menu item. This is really useful for status bar-style help.

PRODUCT: 
MSLOT VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
Visual Basic custom control that makes mailslot use simple. No Windows API
calls required. Requires Windows for Workgroups

PRODUCT: 
MSMEGA VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
One dozen of Mabry Software's most popular custom controls for Visual 
Basic. Alarm, BarCod, BmpLst, DFInfo, FMDrop, IniCon, JoyStk, MenuEv, 
PerCnt, RoText, SoundX, and ZipInf.

PRODUCT: 
PERCNT VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
Visual Basic custom control that displays a percentage bar. Makes status 
reporting very simple. 3-D effects, fonts and colors are all user-definable.

PRODUCT: 
PROBE VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
This VBX lets you examine and modify other controls' properties at run-time. 
Probe can display a dialog box that will let you modify other controls' 
properties (at run-time).

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
ROTEXT VBX

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY1

DESCRIPTION: 
RoText lets you put a label on your form at any angle of rotation.

PRODUCT: 
HITIME VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY\MABRY2

DESCRIPTION: 
This is a high resolution timer custom control for Visual Basic. It allows you to
have timer events come in nearly every millisecond, as opposed to every 55 
milliseconds with the normal Visual Basic Timer control.

PRODUCT: 
LED VBX 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MABRY

DESCRIPTION: 
Visual Basic custom control that behaves like an LED. 3-D effects and colors 
are all user-definable.

PRODUCT: 
Charlie Data Manager 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MCS

DESCRIPTION:
Charlie allow programmers to construct/reconstruct their database to their 
liking. You can Add/Delete/Modify Fields, Tables, Relations, etc. You can 
tune the performance of your DB, you can print its DDL. You can construct 
SQL Statements, (see notes)

PRODUCT: 
VB Data Companion 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MMTECH

DESCRIPTION: 
A tool to assist the VB programmer in creating and administering Access 
databases. Also contains a query builder to help build complex SQL 
statements for inclusion in your program.

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
MsgBox Construction Tool: Even Does 3-D MsgBox 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\MSGBOX

DESCRIPTION: 
The MsgBox Construction Tool is an indispensable Visual Basic utility for 
creating MsgBox calls. Eliminates the tedium of searching through manuals 
and Help for values and constants to get the right MsgBox. Test the look and 
feel of your MsgBox immediately. Very graphical! The MsgBox Construction 
Tool will even create 3D MsgBox calls. Generates completely documented 
VB code!

PRODUCT: 
OxButton--The Ultimate Button ver 1.2

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\OPAQUE\OXBTN1

DESCRIPTION: 
OXButton--The Ultimate Button. version 1.2b Make 3D buttons quickly using 
the --PropertyMenus--and--ControlWiz-- or control all aspects of picture and 
text placement. The first 3D button that creates a drop-shadow effect 
automatically for you using your own icon or bitmap or one of the ones 
supplied with the control. Produces an effect similar to Borland's Custom 
Buttons.

PRODUCT: 
OxMeter, OxLabel, OxClock--Display Ctls. ver 1.0 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\OPAQUE\OXDSP

DESCRIPTION: 
OXDisplay--The Ultimate Display Ctls. version 1.0b Make 3D controls quickly 
using the--PropertyMenus--and--ControlWiz--to control all aspects of picture 
and text placement. Includes: OXLabel--A 3D label control which allows for 
rotated, multi-line and 3D text. OXMeter--A 3D meter or graph control. User 
defined Pictures show the progress of the display bar. OXClock--A quick way 
to add a clock to any VB application. Allows for different text formats of Date 
and Time.

PRODUCT: 
CD Player 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
Windows application turns your Multi-Media CD ROM equipped computer 
into a full function Audio CD player. You get track programmability, repeat 
track, repeat CD, repeat program, random play, intro play, single click access
to any track, and (see notes)

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
File Find 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
Windows application to locate files on your hard drive by the characters in the
name. For example: searching for "HQ" will find 1993HQ.WK1, 
HQPRES.SAM, NOTES.HQ1, etc. Goes well beyond DOS wild cards. Allows 
searching the entire hard drive or (notes)

PRODUCT:
Font Off 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
Windows application to better manage Windows True Type fonts. Remove 
seldom used fonts and reload them as needed. Unlike other font managers, 
Font Off physically moves the font's files to another storage media. This not 
only makes Windows (notes)

PRODUCT: 
FontPrint 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
Windows application to print samples of your Windows fonts. Simple and 
flexible - you select the fonts, the styles (Normal, Bold, Italic, Underline, 
Strikethru), the output format, character set (or custom text), etc. and let Font
Print do the (notes)

PRODUCT: 
NoteIt

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
Windows application prompts you for a note in a re-sizable window. You 
enter the note and it is saved in an ASCII file (human readable or database 
import format). Perfect for those who can't remember what they did yesterday
much less last month. (notes)

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
Print Label 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
Windows application to print one or more user defined labels. You are 
prompted for a label format, label size, and output device. The system then 
bypasses Windows and prints one or more labels directly to a dot matrix 
printer - very fast. (see notes)

PRODUCT: 
VB SNR 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
VB SNR makes global changes to (or searches of) files which make up a 
Microsoft Visual Basic for Windows project. This can save you a LOT of time 
when you need to change variable, control, or control options, or need to 
change any hard coded (see notes)

PRODUCT: 
Work Status 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\PRIDESOF

DESCRIPTION: 
The Work Status program facilitates interoffice communications and 
optimizes everyone's time by eliminating needless walking about the office in 
an attempt to contact an associate, deliver phone messages (or picking them 
up), and using (see notes)

PRODUCT: 
SCFILE Version 2.0 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\SAC

DESCRIPTION: 
A lot of work went into SCFILE to make it the easiest, fastest file viewer for 
the Windows environment. Version 2.0 is the fifth major release of the 
product and has been completely rewritten to include the many comments 
and suggestions from its users world wide.

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
PPRTR.DLL 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\SILENT_O

DESCRIPTION: 
Windows DLL providing higher-level language access via functions to retrieve
and change all printer attributes available via ExtDevMode in DEVMODE 
structure (orientation, pagesize, etc.). Also get list of available printers, 
get/change (see notes field)

PRODUCT: 
VB-ASM 1.2 DLL for Visual Basic 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VBASM

DESCRIPTION: 
This DLL provides advanced routines such as real and protected mode 
interrupts, I/O access, peek, poke, varaddr, varseg, and much, much more. 
Includes demos and documentation. New feature include functions to return 
name or hWnd for any form or control.

PRODUCT: 
VB Macros and Other Cool Stuff 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VBMACR

DESCRIPTION: 
VBMACROS.REC, a Recorder macro file with some handy keyboard 
shortcuts for the Windows environment. Also contains VBMACROS.TXT, 
which explains the macro file and includes other cool tips on how to use 
keystrokes instead of the mouse to maximize your efficiency in VB. Also 
included: a smaller system font which can be used in place of VGAFIX.FON 
to let you see LOTS more code in your VB code windows! Freeware from 
Barry Seymour, Marquette Computer Consulting.

PRODUCT: 
VB Messenger Subclass Custom Control v1.1 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VBMSG

DESCRIPTION: 
VB Messenger Subclass Custom Control for Visual Basic is a VBX that can 
be placed in any Visual Basic application to subclass windows and/or 
controls. VB Messenger virtually allows you to create custom events in Visual
Basic by intercepting messages sent to windows. VB Messenger fires an 
event where you can place code to respond.

Return to
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PRODUCT: 
Visual Basic Shareware Review 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VBSR02

DESCRIPTION: 
A Windows Helpfile ‘zine reviewing the latest in VB shareware utilities

PRODUCT: 
VEXE File Embedding Utility Demo 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VEXEDE

DESCRIPTION: 
VEXE is a programming tool which allows Windows 3.1 developers to embed 
supporting files like VBX's or DLL's ---INSIDE--- an application's EXE file. 
This provides improved version control and security without introducing any 
new programming chores!

PRODUCT: 
VisDev Code Library 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VISDEV

DESCRIPTION: 
A free code library application developed for members of the Visual 
Developers Group, a national on-line VB user group. The library allows you to
cut and paste example code, API declarations, and constants into your VB 
app. The full version, which is given to VisDev members, provides code 
printing capabilities and an app builder, which automatically creates a 
skeleton application for you, such as an MDI application complete with 
menus.

PRODUCT: 
ZZHOT: HotSpot Control 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\ZZHOT

DESCRIPTION: 
The purpose of ZZHOT is to provide a very easy, fast, and reliable means for
the VB developer to implement arbitrary, polygonal hot spot regions in their 
VB program. There are a wide range of applications. ZZHOT.VBX is a VB 
(2.0/3.0) custom control. It is designed to do one thing, to do it very well, and 
to be very easy to use. This demo version is fully functional but contains the 
demo splash screen.
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PRODUCT: 
VB User Group Directory 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VBPJINF

DESCRIPTION: 
A list, compiled by Fawcette Technical Publications, of all the Visual Basic 
user groups and SIGs.

PRODUCT: 
Directory of VB Books 

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VBPJINF

DESCRIPTION: 
A list, compiled by Fawcette Technical Publications, of all the books for VB, 
Access and other Microsoft development tools. Last update 2/15/95.

PRODUCT: 
VERSION VIEWER 1.0

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VERVIE

DESCRIPTION: 
Simple, but powerful utility for browsing the version data embedded in 
Windows executable files (EXE, DLL, VBX, etc.)

PRODUCT: 
FILE COMPRESSOR

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\COMPRE

DESCRIPTION:
File compressor: decrease the memory needed by VB applications on your 
system/

PRODUCT: 
VBVALET PRINT

DIRECTORY: 
SHAREWAR\VBVALET

DESCRIPTION: 
VBValet Print formats/prints VB project code; Indexes; Global Const, Type, 
Declare Function/Sub statements. Brings ALL the power of W4Wv6.0a to 
your project documentation.
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PRODUCT:
SVINSTAL

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\SVINST

DESCRIPTION
A developer’s installation utility for Windows. Installs files, creates program 
group, inserts icons. Supports multi-disk (no file splitting), file compression 
and screen bitmaps.

PRODUCT:
RASVBX 

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\RASVBX

DESCRIPTION:
The RASVBX control allows you to programmatically dial a Remote Access 
Server. You set the user name, password, and phone number, and RASVBX 
establishes the network connection for you. An information dialog 
automatically appears keeping the user notified of the connection status.

PRODUCT:
TIPSTER

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\TIPSTR

DESCRIPTION:
Tipster is a "Tip Engine" that you can add to your application to provide tips 
for your users. The tip file is completely configurable and can be used to 
provide seamless integration with your application. Foreign languages are 
supported for all visible text. If your program cannot run Tipster, Tipster can 
run your program!

PRODUCT:
STATUSFX

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\STATUS

DESCRIPTION:
StatusFX is a full featured status bar control loaded with six customizable 
caption\gauges, popup menu, status tip, menu connectivity and more in one 
control.
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PRODUCT:
MOUSEKEEPER MOUSEHOOK VBX

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\MKEEPER

DESCRIPTION:
MouseKeeper VBX triggers MouseDown, MouseMove, and MouseUp events 
when the mouse is over any control in your application or other applications. 
With MouseKeeper, you can centralize code such as displaying a status line 
or providing context sensitive help. MouseKeeper can return a property (Tag,
Caption, Name, etc.) of the control that  the mouse is over.

PRODUCT:
EASYBAR VBX

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\EASYBA

DESCRIPTION:
EasyBar/VBX is a custom control to print barcodes. Supports 20 barcode 
types, rotation and various drawing styles. Gives full control over barcode 
parameters

PRODUCT:
MDBGURU

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\DB2BAS

DESCRIPTION:
Create VB forms, VB or Access code or SQL from database structure.

PRODUCT:
VB TRUECAL

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\TCDEMO

DESCRIPTION:
TrueCal is a sizeable, 3-D calendar that registered owners can plug into their 
VB applications royalty free (TrueCal is native VB 3.0 code)

PRODUCT:
VB HELPWRITER

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\VBHW18

DESCRIPTION:
Completely automates helpfile creation for any VB program. Reads your code
to create a helpfile framework. Updates your source code, adding 
HelpContextIDs and API calls. Add text, graphics in the full WYSIWYG editor 
(included).

PRODUCT:
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VB AUTOLOAD
DIRECTORY:

SHAREWARE\VBAUTO
DESCRIPTION:

VB AutoLoad will display the last four saved VB projects along with the 
options 'Open Other Project' and 'Open New Project' on a startup screen. 
Starting VB with a selected project speeds up the process of starting VB with 
'Autoload.mak' and then having to open a project.

PRODUCT:
Mitromar Date/Time Custom Control

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\MIDAT5

DESCRIPTION:
This control was the result of being forced to use the Format(Now) statement 
in Visual Basic. Format(Now) is the slowest function in VB. There were so 
many parameter options for obtaining a date or time value. If you use the 
Format(Now) statement to time stamp records, or have a need for date or 
time values, this control will greatly simplify your programming. All properties 
are always current and available by using the property starting VB with 
'Autoload.mak' and then having to open a project.

PRODUCT:
TIME TO WIN

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\T2W012

DESCRIPTION:
'TIME TO WIN' is a Data Link Library to use with VB to manipulate data on 
date, hour, bit, files and strings with multi-language support.

PRODUCT:
VB/ERROR HANDLER

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\VBERRH

DESCRIPTION:
'VB/Error Handler' is a program to add/remove automatically the error's 
management in a VB .MAK file.
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PRODUCT:
HOLIDAY CALENDAR

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\HOLCAL

DESCRIPTION:
The Holiday Calendar displays a tiny, computer generated calendar and 
maintains a "holiday schedule" in an Access database. It can be used as a 
"standalone" application or "linked" to other applications using DDE. Holidays
are shown as "tool tips."

PRODUCT:
MSGBOX3D

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\MSGBOX

DESCRIPTION:
MsgBox3D is a functional replacement for the Visual Basic MsgBox. Beside 
displaying text in a "3D box" the developer can select from 24 additional 
icons, replace command captions, add a help button, and change fonts. 
Good bilingual support.

PRODUCT:
ICONEXTR

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\ICONEXTR

DESCRIPTION:
IconExtr allows you to extract icons out of various files and save them on 
your system as ".ico" or ".bmp" files. It also will allow you to save a ".bmp" file
as an ".ico". However, depending on the size of the bitmap, the results from 
this option may not be very good.

PRODUCT:
ZIPMAN

DIRECTORY:
SHAREWARE\ZIPMAN

DESCRIPTION:
ZipMan provides a point-and-click interface for zipping and unzipping files. It 
also allows editing text files, running executable files, copying and deleting 
files.
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